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Your goal over the next week is to work with your project group to complete a House of Quality
for a dental floss dispenser.  Attached is a blank copy of the House for you to use.  The product
that you are designing is either one of the 3 dental floss dispensers distributed to your group in
class; the remaining two dispensers comprise your competitors’ products.  (The reason that you
are working with your project group is to avoid logistical problems scheduling multiple meetings
with multiple groups to complete the assignment.)

To construct your House of Quality:

1. Identify at least 7 customer requirements (“Whats”) for your dental floss dispenser.
2. Identify at least 7 engineering characteristics (“Hows”) for your dental floss dispenser.
3. Assign a degree of importance to each customer requirement (col. B).
4. Perform competitive assessment of your dental floss dispenser and the two competitors for

the customer requirements that you have identified.
5. Complete columns D-I of the House of Quality to find the relative importance of each

customer requirement based on your planned level (col. E) and potential sales points (col. G).
6. Fill in the body of the house (relationship matrix) using the strong, moderate, and weak

relationship symbols: •, O, ∆.
7. Compute the importance rating of each engineering characteristic (rows M and N), compare

the technical aspects of your product to the competitors (row O), and identify the target
values (row Q) and the direction of movement to achieve each target value (row P).

8. Fill in the roof of the house to identify relationships between engineering characteristics.

Submit your House of Quality along with a 1-2 page summary that:

1. lists the name of each member in your group who worked on the assignment,
2. clearly defines all of your row and column labels,
3. explains three entries in the relationship matrix,
4. explains one entry in the roof,
5. highlights two aspects of your competitors’ products that you have identified in your

competitive analysis, and
6. provides an assessment of the contribution of each team member to this assignment (included

as the last item in your 1-2 page write-up).


